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Materials and methods to achieve electronics intimately integrated on the

surfaces of substrates with complex, curvilinear shapes are described. The

approach exploits silicon membranes in circuit mesh structures that can be

deformed in controlled ways using thin, elastomeric films. Experimental and

theoretical studies of the micromechanics of such curvilinear electronics

demonstrate the underlying concepts. Electrical measurements illustrate

the high yields that can be obtained. The results represent significant

experimental and theoretical advances over recently reported concepts for

creating hemispherical photodetectors in electronic eye cameras and for

using printable silicon nanoribbons/membranes in flexible electronics. The

results might provide practical routes to the integration of high performance

electronics with biological tissues and other systems of interest for new

applications.
1. Introduction

All dominant forms of electronics and optoelectronics exist

exclusively in planar layouts on the flat surfaces of rigid, brittle

semiconductor wafers or glass plates. Although these 2D

configurations are well-suited for many existing applications,
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they are intrinsically incompatible with many envisioned

systems of the future. For example, they do not enable natural

integration with the soft, curvilinear surfaces of living

organisms (e.g., body parts) for the purposes of health

monitoring or therapeutics. They also preclude the use of

many interesting, oftenbiologically inspired, non-planardevice
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of steps for using silicon membrane circuits in mesh layouts

(i.e., arrays of islands interconnected by narrow strips) and elastomeric transfer elements to

wrap electronics onto substrates with complex, curvilinear shapes, such as the dimpled surface

of the golf ball shown here (upper left). The process begins with fabrication of a thin transfer

element in an elastomer such as PDMS by double-casting and thermal-curing against the object

to be wrapped (i.e., the target substrate) (top middle). Radially stretching the resulting element

from its rim forms a flat drumhead membrane in which all points in the PDMS are in tension with

levels of strain that vary with position. Contacting this stretched transfer element against a

prefabricated circuit in a planar, ultrathin mesh geometry on a silicon wafer and then peeling it

back lifts the circuit onto the PDMS (top right).Relaxing the tension geometrically transformsthe

membrane and the circuit on its surface into the shape of the target substrate (bottom middle).

During this process, the interconnection bridges of the mesh adopt non-coplanar arc shapes

(bottom middle inset), thereby accommodating the compressive forces in a way that avoids

significantstrains in the islands. Transfer to the correspondingregion of thetarget substrateand

removal of the rim completes the process (bottom left).
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designs such as those based on curved focal

plane arrays[1–6] as recently demonstrated in

fully functional hemispherical electronic eye

cameras.[6] Such curvilinear systems cannot

be achieved easily using existing technolo-

gies due to the inherently 2D nature of

established device processing procedures,

ranging from deposition, growth, etching,

and doping to photolithography. Approaches

that use unusual electronic materials[3,4,7] or

patterning techniques[3,4,5,8] might be useful,

but they require substantial further devel-

opment for high performance applications.

We present in this paper advanced

concepts for conformal wrapping of silicon-

based circuits, initially fabricated in 2D

layouts with standard or moderately

adapted forms of conventional techniques,

onto surfaces with a range of curvilinear

shapes. The strategy uses structured silicon

membranes with thin polymer/metal inter-

connects, in non-coplanarmesh layouts. The

result embodies combined aspects of con-

cepts recently reported for electronic eye

cameras and for stretchable electronics to

achieve new and general capabilities for

curvilinear electronics on surfaces with

nearly arbitrary shapes. Supporting theore-

tical mechanics models provide insights into

the basic phenomena, as well as subtle

aspects. Quantitative agreement between
predictions of these models and measured characteristics of

wrapped systems on diverse classes of substrates validates the

approaches and also establishes engineering design rules for

future work.

2. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 provides a schematic illustration of the process for

the case of conformal integration of circuits on the surface of a

golf ball, which we will generically refer to as the target

substrate. The approach, which represents a generalization of

procedures that we reported recently,[6] begins with the

formation of a thin, elastomeric membrane of poly(dimethyl-

siloxane) (PDMS)bydouble casting and thermal curing against

the target substrate to replicate its surface geometry.

Mounting in a tensioning stage that applies radially directed

force at the rimwith ten coordinated paddle arms pulls the thin,

structured PDMSmembrane into the flat shape of a drumhead

in amanner that places all points under net tensile strain. In the

next step, this tensioned transfer element contacts a separately

fabricated siliconmembrane circuitmesh supported by, but not

strongly adhered to, the surface of a silicon wafer (i.e., handle

wafer of the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate). Peeling

the transfer element back from the wafer lifts the circuit onto

theflat, soft surfaceof thePDMSmembrane inanondestructive

manner via the action of van derWaals forces complemented in

some cases by �Si�O�Si� interfacial bonds that form upon
www.small-journal.com � 2009 Wiley-VCH Verlag Gm
reaction between�OHgroups on the PDMSandSiO2 surfaces

of the transfer element and the island regions of the circuit

mesh, respectively. Releasing the tensioning stage causes the

PDMSto relaxelasticallyback to its original shape, carrying the

circuitmeshalongwith it.During thisprocess, the silicon islands

move closer together with magnitudes that can correspond to

significant compressive strains (several tens of percent,

depending on the radial pre-extension). The thin polyimide

(PI) interconnect lines accommodate this motion by delami-

nating from the PDMS to adopt non-coplanar arc shapes. This

process accomplishes the geometrical transformation from flat

to curvilinear layouts without inducing significant strains in the

silicon regions of the circuitmesh. In the final step, the structure

is aligned and adhered to the target substrate and the rim

structure is cut away. Experimental demonstrations and

theoretical analyses described in the following reveal essential

details of this strategy.

Figure 2 summarizes an experimental example correspond-

ing to the systemofFigure1with amesh that consists of a square

array of square islands of silicon (100mm by 100mm; pitch

250mm; thickness 700 nm) and PI interconnects (width: 30mm;

length: 150mm; thickness1.4mm).Figure2aandbshowsoptical

images of the mesh on a transfer element in the geometry of

a golf ball (Titanium, Winfield) and after integration with

the ball. The dimples in this particular type of golf ball

(diameter� 4.3 cm) have diameters and depths of �3.6 and

�0.26mm, respectively, and theyhave approximately spherical

curvature. Scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM) images reveal
bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim small 2009, 5, No. 23, 2703–2709
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Figure 2. Photographs of a silicon circuit mesh on the surface of a PDMS transfer element

with the surface shape of a golf ball before (a) and after (b) contacting this element to the

corresponding region of the ball and cutting away the rim. c,d) Angled-view SEM images of the

sample shown in (a). The images were colorized to enhance the contrast between the various

regions. The gray, yellow, and blue colors correspond to silicon, PI, and PDMS, respectively.

e) Strain distribution obtained by the finite element method in the silicon and PI regions at the

cross-sectional area highlighted in (d).
that compression of the mesh associated with the geometry

transformation can, according to the magnitude of the applied

tension, range from �20% to �60%, depending on position

across the structure. The overall coverage of the silicon in the

curvilinear layout corresponds to �26% of the total area. The

images indicate remarkably high levels of uniformity in the

wrapped circuit. In certain cases, we observed partial detach-

ment of some fraction of the silicon islands located on themost

highly curved areas, that is, the rim edges of the dimples (see

Supporting Information). We did not, however, observe

cracking or any other related mechanical failures in the silicon

or the PI anywhere in these systems.

Full mechanics analysis provides important insights. We

used, in particular, the finite element method to study the
small 2009, 5, No. 23, 2703–2709 � 2009 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
PDMS transfer element (Young’s modulus

2.0MPa; Poisson’s ratio 0.48; center thick-

ness 300mm)as the rim is stretched from23.1

to 29.2mm for this golf ball case. Here, the

strain in the PDMS reaches a maximum of

15.9% along the circumferential direction

just inside the rim edges of the dimples,

though the circumferential strain is fairly

uniform at 13.2%� 15.9%. The meridional

strain varies from 15.5% at the center to a

compressive strain�5.5%at the rimedgesof

the dimples. After transfer of the silicon

circuit mesh, release of the membrane

creates a maximum strain of 0.12% in the

siliconmembrane islands (Figure 2e), which

is much below the fracture strain (1%).

The maximum strain in the PI is 2.7%

(Figure 2e), considerably below the fracture

strain for this material (�7%) (see Support-

ing Information).

Figure 3 shows an example of wrapping

the same type of circuit mesh onto a conical

substrate (diameter of base �23.6mm;

height �6.5mm; radius of curvature at the

tip �2mm). Figure 3a and b correspond

to the structure on the transfer element

and the target substrate, respectively. A

notable feature of this system, illustrated in

the SEM images of Figure 3c–e, is that the

interconnects remain flat on the surface of

the PDMS near the peak of the cone

(Figure 3d). The arc shapes increase in

curvature from center to edge (Figure 3e).

This behavior can be quantitatively related

to the local levels of tensile strains in the

transfer element in its tensioned, flat mem-

brane geometry. Finite element analysis

shows that, as the rim is stretched from

23.6 to 28.9mm, the strain is small (<1%)

around the peak, thereby resulting in flat

interconnects. The strains are much larger

away from the peak, for example, 10.6% in

the meridional direction and 17.5% in the

circumferential direction, which leads to

buckling of interconnects in these regions
(see Supporting Information). Full finite elementmodeling of

the circuit system (without the PI interconnects) integrated

with the PDMS transfer element appears in Figure 3f. The

results show that the maximum (non-bending) strain in the

silicon is�0.08%, decreasing with distance toward the center.

This behavior indicates that the tensile pre-strain in the

periphery of the extended flat PDMS is much larger than that

in the central region. The higher strain in the silicon islands

at the center is due primarily to bending deformations

associated with the small radius of curvature (�2mm) in this

region. By contrast, the maximum strain in the PDMS is

12.6%, much higher than in the silicon but still far below

the fracture strain of PMDS (>150%; see Supporting

Information).
www.small-journal.com 2705
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Figure 3. Photographs of a silicon circuit mesh on the surface of a PDMS transfer element with a conical shape

before (a) and after (b) transfer to a cone-shaped substrate. c) Angled-view SEM images of the sample shown in

(a) and (b). d,e) Magnified angled-view SEM images of the highlighted area of (c). The images were colorized to

enhance the contrast of the various regions. The gray, yellow, and blue colors correspond to silicon, PI, and

PDMS, respectively. e) Strain distribution obtained by the finite element method in the silicon regions of the

circuit and in the underlying PDMS transfer element corresponding to the system shown in (a).
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Figure 4a shows the case of a pyramidal substrate (square

basewith dimensions of�16.6mm� 16.6mm; height�6.5mm;

radius of curvature at the edges �1mm; radius of curvature at

the tip �1.5mm) to illustrate additional features of the

mechanics. As with the conical surface, the PI interconnects

show little or no buckling at the center due to negligible tensile

pre-strains in this region. Around the edges of the pyramid,

however, different configurations of the interconnects are

observed. In particular, the contour shapes include not only

single (i.e., global) but multiple (i.e., local) buckling, as

highlighted in the SEM images of Figure 4b and c. To gain

insight into this behavior, we prepared a 1D array of silicon

islands and PI interconnects, transferred them to a thin piece of

PDMS under uniaxial tension and then monitored the

configurations during release of the tension. The interconnects

show multiple buckling with small heights at moderate strains

up to �8.5%, transforming to a global bucking mode as the

small multiple waves merge together at higher strain (see

Supporting Information). Mechanical modeling shows that

these different behaviors are related to the degree of

compressive stress and the adhesion energy between the PI

and the PDMS. For stretching of the transfer element from a

diameter of 23.6 to 29.8mm, finite element analysis indicates

large strains, 12%� 16%, in the circumferential direction away
www.small-journal.com � 2009 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
from the top and four edges of

the pyramid. This large strain

leads to global buckling

observed in Figure 4b. For the

same region, the meridional

strain is only 2%� 6%. This

relatively small strain leads to

the type of local bucking

observed in Figure 4b. Around

the edges of the pyramid, the

meridional strain is 6%� 8%,

corresponding to local buckling

in experiments, while the cir-

cumferential strain ranges from

5% to 10%, which results in a

mix of local and global buck-

ling. Near the top, both strains

are small (<6%) or even com-

pressive, leading to no buckling

or some local buckling. These

results are consistent with a

transition from local and global

buckling when the strain

reaches about 8%, consistent

with experiments on the 1D

array (see Supporting Informa-

tion).

The local buckling results

from adhesion between the

PDMS membrane and the PI

interconnects with a strength

that can be characterized by

the work of adhesion g (energy

per unit area of the interface).

Without any adhesion, the
interconnect (length, L; thickness, h) will buckle once

the (compressive) strain, ej j, exceeds the Euler buckling

strain[9]

"c ¼
p2h2

3L2
(1)

With adhesion, buckling becomes more difficult since

decohesion of interface between the PDMS membrane and

the PI interconnect increases the total potential energy,

which consists of the membrane and bending energies in

the PI and the adhesion energy. As compared to global

buckling mode, local buckling decreases the adhesion

energy but increases the bending energy. For weak

adhesion g � 8Ehe2c (E is the Young’s modulus of PI),

local buckling never occurs and the (compressive) strain

separating global and no buckling is given by (see Supporting

Information)

For g � 8Eh"2c

no buckling if "j j < "c þ
ffiffiffiffi
2g
Eh

q

global buckling if "j j � "c þ
ffiffiffiffi
2g
Eh

q

8><
>:

(2)
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Figure 4. a) Photograph of a silicon circuit mesh wrapped onto a pyramidal substrate.

b,c) Colorized angled-view SEM images of the sample shown in (a). b) Magnified view of the area

indicatedbytheboxintherightmiddleregionoftheimagein(c).Thegray,yellow,andbluecolors

correspond to silicon, PI, and PDMS, respectively. d) Top and cross-sectional views of a linear

array of interconnected silicon islands on a PDMS substrate subjected, from top to bottom, to

low, medium, and high levels of compressive strains. e) The normalized (compressive) strain

versus work of adhesion to distinguish different buckling modes.
For relatively strong adhesion, g > 8Ehec , the different

buckling modes are controlled by
2

For g > 8Eh"2c

no buckling if "j j < 5
g
ffiffiffi
"c

p

8Eh

� �2=5

local buckling if 5
g
ffiffiffi
"c

p

8Eh

� �2=5

� "j j � "c þ g
2Eh"c

global buckling if "c þ g
2Eh"c

< "j j

8>>><
>>>:

(3)
Figure 5. a) Photograph of a silicon circuit mesh on a convex paraboloid substrate.

b,c) Colorized angled-view SEM images of the sample shown in (a). b) Magnified view of the area

indicated by the box in the center region of (c). d) Photograph of a silicon circuit mesh on a

concave paraboloid substrate. e,f) Colorized angled-view SEM images of the sample shown in

(d). e) Magnified view of the area indicated by the box in the lower center region of (f). The gray,

yellow, and blue colors in the images (b), (c), (e), and (f) correspond to silicon, PI, and PDMS,

respectively.
The above relations distinguishing

different buckling modes are shown in

Figure 4e for the normalized strain versus

work of adhesion. For the work of adhesion

g ¼ 0.16 Jm�2,whichhas the correct orderof

magnitude for PDMS,[10–12] Equation (3)

gives the critical strain for local buckling of

PI interconnects (E¼ 2.5GPa; h¼ 1.4mm;

L¼ 150mm) as 0.78%, which is 27 times the

Euler buckling strain (ec¼ 0.029%). Equa-

tion (3) gives the critical straindistinguishing

local and global buckling as 8.0%, which

agrees reasonablywellwith8.5%reported in

experiments shown in Figure 4d. These two

strains, 0.78% and 8.0%, are also consistent

with the ranges of strains for no, local, and

global buckling modes observed in golf ball,

cone, and pyramid shaped circuit systems

(see Supporting Information).

Although the examples described pre-

viously involve surfaces with positive curva-

ture, those with negative curvature are also

possible. As an example, we created transfer

elements in the geometry of paraboloids and
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wrapped silicon circuit mesh structures onto

both the convex (Figure 5a to c) and concave

(Figure 5d to e) surfaces (diameter of top

circle �14.5mm; height� 6.9mm; function

for curvature: y¼ 0.132 x2) (see Supporting

Information). More complex, irregular

shapes are also possible. Figure 6a and b

demonstrate an example of a target sub-

strate that consists of an anatomically

correct, scale model of a heart. As in

previous cases, here the interconnects adopt

a variety of configurations in different areas,

that is, no buckling andmultiplewaves in the

slightly strained area (a red rectangular

region of Figure 6c and d) and multiple

waves and one pop-up structure in the more

highly strained area (a blue rectangular

region of Figure 6c and e). The underlying

mechanics naturally determine the spatial

distributions of these various buckled con-

figurations.

An important aspect of these results is

that the mechanics depend only weakly on

the presence or absence of active devices,

metal electrodes, and other related struc-
tures on the islands and interconnecting bridges. To show

explicitly the possibility of achieving electrically functional

systems, we constructed test structures consisting of circuit

mesheswith twometal linesencapsulated inPIandcontacted to

doped silicon islands through vias. The sandwich PI layout

places the metal layer near the geometric center of the

structure, approximately at the neutral mechanical plane,

thereby preventing significant bend induced strains in the

metals.[13] Silicon heavily n-doped with phosphorous (P509,
www.small-journal.com 2707
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Figure 6. a,b) Photographs of a silicon circuit mesh on a PDMS transfer

element on the surface of a plastic model of a human heart. b) Magnified

image of (a). c,e) Colorized angled-view SEM images of the sample shown

in (a). d,e) Magnified views of the areas indicated by the corresponding

boxesin(c).Thegray,yellow,andbluecolorscorrespondtosilicon,PI,and

PDMS, respectively.

Figure 7. a) Schematic illustration of the layout of the silicon, metal, and

polymer layers in a unit cell of a silicon circuit mesh test structure.

b) Current–voltage characteristics measured by contacting the

continuous metal line (red arrow in (a)) and the discontinuous metal

line (black arrow in (a)) at the periphery of the array. The inset shows a

top view optical microscopy image of a representative individual island.

c,d)Photographsofthecircuitmeshtransferredontothetipofafingerona

plasticsubstratewiththeshapeofahumanhand. d)Magnifiedviewof the

region indicated by the box in (c). e) Magnified image of the region

indicated by the blue box in (d) collected using a scanning focal

technique. f,h) Colorized angled-view SEM images of the sampleshown in

(c). g,h) Magnified views of areas indicated by the dashed boxes in (f). The

gray, yellow, and blue colors correspond to silicon, PI, and PDMS,

respectively.
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Filmtronics) allows ohmic contact between the metal and the

silicon to facilitateelectric testing.Themesh in this caseconsists

of a 28� 28 array of silicon islands with ends configured for

probing. The total number of vias is 1404 (each island has two

vias) and the total number of metal lines is 702. The lines are

continuous in one direction along the array and discontinuous

in the other (see Supporting Information). We wrapped this

system onto the fingertip of a life-sized, plastic mannequin

hand. Figure 7b shows representative current–voltage curves

associated with probing these two directions at the ends of the

mesh(Figure7c toh).Theoverall yieldofelectrical connections

along the continuous metal lines (the red arrow in Figure 7a)

was 99.9% (701 out of 702) and that along the discontinuous

(the black arrow in Figure 7a) metal lines and vias was 100%

(1404outof1404). Inmost casespresentedhere, the strain in the

device islands is designed to be lower than levels expected to
www.small-journal.com � 2009 Wiley-VCH Verlag Gm
yield significant changes in electrical properties. These results

provide clear evidence of the scalability of these approaches to

active electronics that could be designed for various applica-

tions (e.g., electrotactile stimulation for the case of Figure 7).

3. Conclusions

The work presented here provides strategies for achieving

electronics based on high-quality, single-crystalline inorganic

semiconductors in geometrical layouts that are impossible

using wafer-based technologies. The use of purely elastic

mechanics togetherwithhybridplastic/inorganic circuitmeshes

enables predictive analysis and high strain deformations,

respectively. These aspects represent important distinguishing

features compared to related work.[1,2] Experimental and

theoretical studies of the underlying micromechanics reveal

the capabilities and associated engineering design rules. Future

work will focus on refinements that improve the areal coverage

of the device islands and enable reduced radii of curvature.
bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim small 2009, 5, No. 23, 2703–2709
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The versatility of these procedures and their compatibility with

established semiconductors suggest that they might be useful

for applications of electronics or optoelectronics in biomedi-

cine and other areas of application that cannot be addressed

using existing technologies.
4. Experimental Section

Formation of a solid, elastomeric replica involves first casting and

thermally curing a bulk quantity of liquid prepolymer to an

elastomer (PDMS; Dow Corning) against the target substrate.

Casting and curing a thin layer of PDMS in the narrow gap between

the target substrate (or a derivative surface formed from this

substrate) and the replica, while held in an aligned configuration

by a specialized mechanical jig, forms a thin (down to �100mm

for the experiments described here) membrane with a compara-

tively thick (�5 mm) integrated rim around the perimeter. We refer

to this structure as an elastomeric transfer element (see

Supporting Information).

Si membrane circuits were fabricated with conventional planar

processing methods using a SOI wafer (Soitec; thickness of top Si:

700 nm; thickness of SiO2: 400 nm) to form an array of silicon

islands interconnected by narrow strips of PI as interconnects.

Removing the buried oxide of the SOI wafer with HF leaves the top

circuit layer raised slightly (�400 nm) above the underlying silicon

wafer and supported by PI post structures that exist between the

silicon islands (see Supporting Information).

To check the electrical connection between Si islands, the top-

silicon of a SOI wafer was heavily doped by spin-on-dopant (P509,

Filmtronics). The next steps for isolating the Si islands were the

same as above. After subsequent spin-coating (4000 rpm; 60 s)

and patterning a PI (Sigma-Aldrich) layer on the silicon islands,

metal layers (Cr/Au/Cr) were deposited by sputter coater. Finally,

another PI layer was coated on the metal layer with the same

procedure to reduce the strain of metal layer when they are

compressed. A probe station and parameter-analyzing instrument

(Agilent, 4155c) were used in the electrical measurements (see

Supporting Information).
small 2009, 5, No. 23, 2703–2709 � 2009 Wiley-VCH Verlag Gmb
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